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Author’s response to reviews:

Reviewer #2: The paper had a great improvement. However, a standardization of the terms through the manuscript is necessary, not only those indicated in the revision. Finally, I recommend a reading-proof of the final version of the manuscript. It is necessary due to all the changes made after the revisions and to allow a smooth reading of the manuscript.

1. Abstract - Line 7, page 2: please add "infant feeding practice" before the word "knowledge".
   ADDRESSED – HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW

2. Line 142, page 7: please add "infant feeding practice" before the word "knowledge".
   ADDRESSED – HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW

3. Line 143, page 7: authors can drop the first word " Mothers' " because it is redundant.
   ADDRESSED – HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW

4. Line 214, page 11: please add "infant feeding practice" before the word "knowledge".
   ADDRESSED – HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW

5. Table 4, page 12 and Table 5, page 13: please add "practice" before the word "knowledge".
   ADDRESSED – HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW

6. The footnotes to tables 4 and 5 have additional parentheses at the end. Also, add "infant feeding practice" before the word "knowledge".
   ADDRESSED – HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW

7. I strongly recommend a reading-proof of the final manuscript.
Reviewer #3: Deeply I want to say sorry for the delay since I was out of the office for the last 1 month. Thank you for the issue that you were addressed and the manuscript is improved very well. 

Try to correct the following minor comments:

* Inside the document, you write as (table 5) as (Table 5) and must be bold ... do this for all

   ADDRESSED – HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW

* Line 232, AOR Adjust Odd Ratio as AOR: Adjust Odd Ratio …. Do this for all

   ADDRESSED – HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW

* Try to stick with the format of the journal

DONE